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INTRODUCTION The UberRUSH brand is more than a name. 
It’s a set of values, attributes, and artwork 
that reflects the spirit of our service. Using 
it consistently will reinforce our passion 
and commitment to providing a world-class 
experience.
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Suggested Messaging

Usage Guidelines
DO

DON’T

• In all instances, use UberRUSH in it’s entirety, with the “U” and “RUSH” in caps and no space between “Uber” and “RUSH”

• Use “on-demand delivery” and “delivery” as the general descriptors of our service

• Refer to the courier as “your courier”. Or just refer to the delivery itself (i.e. “Your delivery via UberRUSH will arrive in 15 minutes).” 

• Don’t shorten to Uber or RUSH

• Don’t use “ride” or “shipment” to describe the service

• Don’t refer to the courier as “your Uber driver”, “Uber courier”, “UberRUSH driver”, or “UberRUSH courier” 

The concept of on-demand delivery 

will be a new one to many of your 

customers, and we want to help 

you clearly communicate what 

UberRUSH is and how it works. 

There are also usage guidelines 

around the brand name and service 

description that you’ll need to 

appropriately follow.

Short Description

UberRUSH is an on-demand delivery network powered by Uber that lets you track the exact location of your delivery from any device.

Long Description

UberRUSH is an on-demand delivery network powered by Uber. Once your order is picked up, you’ll receive a text message with a link 

to track your delivery in real time on the map. So you always know exactly when it will arrive.

MESSAGING 
AND USAGE 
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The UberRUSH logotype has been 

designed as a complimentary system 

to the primary Uber logo. It is meant 

to stand alone and should not be 

paired with the Uber badge.

LOGOTYPE
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The logotype should always contrast 

with the background. There are four 

versions of the logotype to ensure 

legibility and optimum reproduction 

quality for all printing and digital 

needs.

Full color:

The full-color logotype

is considered the preferred version, 

and should be used wherever possible.

Monochrome:

When there is a limited number

of colors available for reproduction

or the accuracy of the color is in 

question, use the monochrome 

version.

LOGOTYPE
COLORS FULL COLOR - DARK BACKGROUND

MONOCHROME - DARK BACKGROUND

FULL COLOR - LIGHT BACKGROUND

MONOCHROME COLOR - LIGHT BACKGROUND

#BBBBBB #888888#FFFFFF #000000
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LOGOTYPE
COLORS

On dark:

When the logo is used on a dark 

background, Uber appears in 100% 

white and RUSH appears in Uber 

Accent Blue.

On light:

When the logo is used on a light 

background, Uber appears in Uber 

Black and RUSH appears in Uber 

Accent Blue.

100% White
#FFFFFF
R255 G255 B255
C0 M0 Y0 K0

Uber Accent Blue
#1FBAD6
R31 G186 B214
C69 M3 Y13 K0
PMS 311

Uber Black
#09091A
R9 G9 B26
C81 M75 Y58 K78
PMS Black 6

Uber Accent Blue
#1FBAD6
R31 G186 B214
C69 M3 Y13 K0
PMS 311
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There are two versions of the 

logo, horizontal and stacked, 

depending on placement of 

logo and surrounding objects. 

Always use the logo most 

appropriate for the given space.

LOGOTYPE
ORIENTATION
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The clear space around the 

horizontal logotype on all sides 

should be equal to 2x the height 

of the letters for maximum 

legibility and impact.

LOGOTYPE
CLEAR SPACE

Peri bearunt lignim eaquo blant. Delloribus et 

que expelest atus.Evelis dist, ellest ut peles et 

exero vollorror magnatat qui volesed igenis 

aut aut pe re et

Upturerum esequam qui 

omnistio. Nem que non 

perciassit, to beat.

2X 2X

2X

2X

2X

2X

2X 2X

X2X 2X

2X 2X

2X 2X

2X 2X

X
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Sizing

In general, partner logos should 

have the same visual weight as the 

UberRUSH logotype and separated 

by a vertical bar.

Alignment

The majority of logos will work 

center-aligned with the UberRUSH 

logo. A good rule of thumb is to align 

the heaviest visual area to the bar.

Please note

In general, the stacked version of the 

UberRUSH logo works with most logos.

LOGO LOCKUP
SIZING & ALIGNMENT

.5pt

Uber Black 60
#6B6B76
C60 M53 Y42 K13

2X

2X

2X

3X

3X

2X

X

Uber White
#C0C0C8
C24 M20 Y15 K0

2X

2X

2X

2X

2X

2X

X

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE

YOUR LOGO HERE

YOUR LOGO HERE

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE
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When using the UberRUSH logo with 

photography, always place it on top of a 

solid black or solid white background for 

maximum legibility.

Do not place the UberRUSH logo directly 

on top of images.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LOGO PLACEMENT


